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Adaptive Robust Impedance Control for an Ear
Surgical Device With Soft Interaction

Zhao Feng , Wenyu Liang , Member, IEEE, Jie Ling , Member, IEEE, Xiaohui Xiao , Member, IEEE,
Kok Kiong Tan, and Tong Heng Lee , Member, IEEE

Abstract—The required suitably soft-contact interac-
tion in certain surgical device applications brings great
challenges on the force and position control because
the soft-contact environment is nonlinear, viscoelastic, and
inhomogeneous. In this article, a novel adaptive robust
control approach, namely adaptive integral terminal sliding-
mode-based impedance control (AITSMIC), is formulated to
simultaneously regulate and control the position and force
for a piezoactuated ear surgical device with soft interaction.
First, the target impedance’s steady-state performance is
discussed by utilizing the nonlinear Hunt–Crossley model.
To achieve the desired impedance, an integral terminal
sliding manifold based on the auxiliary variable containing
the impedance error is proposed to improve tracking per-
formance and obtain the required finite-time convergence.
Furthermore, an adaptive law is designed to get rid of sys-
tem nonlinearities, uncertainties and disturbances, and to
retain high robustness. The stability of the proposed con-
trol system is proven via the Lyapunov theory. Significantly,
implementing the AITSMIC is straightforward, where only
essentially one uniform controller is applied. Finally, sev-
eral experiments are conducted to evaluate the effects of
associated impedance parameters, verify the force-tracking
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performance and validate the suitably practical application
of AITSMIC on the procedure of ear surgery with soft in-
teraction. The results show that excellent tracking perfor-
mance and successful operation are achieved by the pro-
posed controller.

Index Terms—Adaptive control, compliance control,
medical devices, piezoelectric devices, robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid development and real-world applicability
of robotic technologies, interaction with the environ-

ment becomes an essential part of the overall process to carry out
particular tasks successfully, such as series elastic actuators [1],
cell microinjection [2], and robot-assisted surgeries [3]. When
these devices get in contact with the environment, an interaction
force arises, which would affect the success of the task. Under
these circumstances, it is, thus, particularly important that the
interaction force should be well-controlled to guarantee the
safety of both the device and contact environment, for instances
of human–robot interaction [4]. In addition, the overall tasks
may also need the accurate position tracking. This is certainly
the situation for the ear robotic surgery [5], where there is
an interaction with the human tissues. Hence, a well-designed
controller plays a very major role to properly and accurately
regulate the interaction force and position of the device during
the task at the same time. This is particularly important in ear
surgery manipulation that requires a certain accuracy of both
force and position [3], [5].

To handle the interaction problem, force regulation is a pos-
sible way to assure the correct contact between the device and
environment. Thus, Zarrouk et al. designed a model reference
adaptive controller that is suitable for the force control of
beating heart surgery in [6]. In [7], Lee et al. proposed and
implemented an inversion-free force-tracking controller without
complicated modeling on a variable physical damping actuator
mechanism driven by piezoelectric actuators. However, the per-
formance may be deteriorated significantly when contacting soft
environment although suitable individual force controllers can
achieve low force overshoot and fast response; and this would
be particularly so if the contact model is not built accurately
enough [8]. Besides that, with pure force controllers, the actuated
device’s position is typically uncontrolled and unconstrained
so that the desired location cannot be reached by the actuated
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device, often-times part of the overall task in some situations,
like the ear surgery in [5].

In moving beyond pure force control, it is worth noting
that employing the hybrid position/force control approach [9]
can realize both position regulation and force regulation. The
hybrid approach includes the position controller track position
and force controller to track force, respectively. Thus, Wang
et al. combined an adaptive sliding-mode position controller
and a proportional–integral–derivative (PID) force controller
for zebrafish embryos penetration in [10]. In [11], Liang and
Tan applied a hybrid position/force controller approach with a
suitably optimized algorithm on an ear surgical device. However,
in the operating process for such a hybrid approach, the required
switching between two different control laws may give rise to
instability of the overall system [12]; and the hybrid approach
also need more parameters to be tuned for implementation.

As another option, the impedance control approach proposed
in [13] by Hogan is an effective way to simultaneously reg-
ulate the position and force without controller switching. In
the impedance control approach, a compliant and delicate in-
teraction control is achieved by constructing a virtual mass–
spring–damper system that contains position error and inter-
action/contact force. In [14], Jung et al. designed a simple
stable force tracking impedance control for a three-link robot
manipulator that gets into contact with a rigid environment.
In [15], Liaw and Shirinzadeh proposed a robust impedance
control for a piezoactuated mechanism to deal with hysteresis,
unknown force conversion function, and parametric uncertain-
ties. In addition, Xu designed two discrete-time sliding-mode
impedance controllers for microassembly in [16]. Note that if
the environment model is known exactly, the compliant contact
can be realized without exact force measurement. Nevertheless,
in most of such developments, the contact environment is as-
sumed as a simple mass–spring–damper or elastic system, which
cannot adequately describe the actual environment accurately,
especially for situations involving soft interaction.

In the field of robotic surgery, the position as well as the force
exerted on the tissues is usually required to be regulated accu-
rately. Thus, the formulation of the requirement for soft interac-
tion between the device and human tissues (which are generally
presented to be viscoelastic, nonlinear, and inhomogeneous)
should be considered in order to attain proper and acceptable
performance [17], [18]. Although some linear contact models
(including the Maxwell model, the Kelvin–Voigt model, and the
Kelvin–Boltzmann model) have been identified to describe this
soft interaction and also used in the design of associated force
controllers, such as disturbance observer [3], [17], and adaptive
control [19], it is found that the Hunt–Crossley (HC) nonlinear
model is rather more accurate for soft materials/environments
such as breast tissue as well as tympanic membrane according to
the comparative experiments in [20], [21]. In [18], a force con-
troller based on HC model was proposed for minimally invasive
robotic surgery, but unfortunately at that stage of development,
this was only with step response tracking, and the position is not
constrained. Therefore, the overall problem of dynamic contact
on soft tissues continues to pose a new challenge on high-
performance interaction control with both force and position

regulation. Moreover, there have not been too many efforts that
have suitably and successfully further explored the effects of the
HC model parameters on approaches with impedance control.

In the case of an ear surgical device, an ultrasonic motor driven
by a piezoelectric actuator has been developed to complete
the overall surgical process for the treatment of Otitis Media
with Effusion (OME) [5], a prevailing disease that can result in
hearing loss and body imbalance [22]. With such a system, the
produced friction [23] typically deteriorates the performance of
the device significantly. In [24]–[27], different control schemes
and methods such as adaptive control, neural network control,
and disturbance observer have been proposed and developed to
compensate the aforementioned adverse impacts and to improve
the position tracking accuracy. In [28]–[30], the robust integral
of the sign of the error-based (RISE-based) adaptive controllers
were developed for the hydraulic motion system to attain precise
position tracking, but these methods cannot guarantee the finite-
time convergence. However, it is worth noting that the position
tracking is only one part of the ear surgical processes, and
the force information should be incorporated into the designed
controller so as to more appropriately complete the required
complex task. This is particularly important for the required
soft interaction with human tissues.

Motivated by the aforementioned essential issues, the overall
control objective is to simultaneously regulate the force and
position during the operating process for a soft interaction;
and retain high robustness to the possibly adverse impacts aris-
ing from imperfections such as friction, hysteresis, and model
uncertainties. Thus, in this article, a novel adaptive integral
terminal sliding-mode-based impedance control (AITSMIC) is
proposed to more suitably complete the operating processes of
the piezoactuated ear surgical device in contact with soft tissues,
which include contact, myringotomy, grommet insertion, and
grommet release. The main contributions in theory of this article
are listed as follows:

1) The rigorous development of an AITSMIC approach is
proposed to comprehensively address the force and po-
sition tracking based on the more complete and more
accurate HC nonlinear model, with rigorous analysis
on attainment of steady-state performance. Along this
line, this attained steady-state performance of the desired
impedance model with soft tissues described by this non-
linear HC model is derived and analyzed to evaluate the
steady-state position and force errors, and to facilitate
parameter selection under soft interaction.

2) An integral terminal sliding manifold based on the aux-
iliary variable containing impedance error is developed
to improve tracking performance and obtain finite-time
convergence. An adaptive law is incorporated and aug-
mented into the methodology to update the upper bound
of the total disturbance to guarantee the robustness to
undesired impacts with stability proof.

Also, the contributions in applications are verified via exper-
iments.

1) The effectiveness of the impedance parameters is ex-
plored through position/force tracking experiments with
soft interaction, and comparative results with other three
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Fig. 1. All-in-one piezoactuated ear surgical device.

controllers are demonstrated to evaluate the effectiveness
of AITSMIC on dynamic force tracking.

2) The proposed method is employed in the surgical device
to carry out a test surgical operation on a soft mock mem-
brane to show the feasibility of appropriate and successful
practical application.

In summary, the position and interaction force are controlled
with only one uniform controller and without any switching
between different control laws (which is straightforward for
implementation); and the AITSMIC approach is also designed
to be robust to nonlinearities (such as friction and hysteresis),
unknown disturbances, and model parameter uncertainties.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
the model of the piezoactuated ear surgical device is established.
Section III presents the impedance model and steady-state er-
ror analysis with soft interaction. The detailed design of the
proposed controller is then given in Section IV. Experimental
setup and position/force tracking results on a piezoactuated ear
surgical device are detailed and discussed in Section V, and
finally, Section VI concludes this article.

II. PIEZOACTUATED EAR SURGICAL DEVICE

An all-in-one piezoactuated ear surgical device designed for
automatically conducting the myringotomy with grommet inser-
tion surgery to treat OME is shown in Fig. 1. It mainly includes
a force-sensing system, a toolset (includes a cutter to process
the myringotomy and a tube holder to insert the grommet),
and a motion system (includes an ultrasonic motor to drive the
overall toolset and a cutter retraction mechanism to move the
cutter inside the tube holder). During the surgical operation, the
piezoactuated ear surgical device driven by the ultrasonic motor
moves the toolset and the attached tube to interact with the soft
environment (i.e., tympanic membrane).

In general, a second-order system with the consideration of the
friction, hysteresis as well as disturbances can be used to model
this device [5], [31]. The second-order differential equation
describing the ear surgical device model [32] is described by

mẍ+ bẋ+ kx+ fc + fh + fed = Tu− fe (1)

where m is the effective mass, b is the effective damping
coefficient, and k is the effective stiffness. x is the position
measured by the linear encoder. ẋ is the velocity and ẍ is the

Fig. 2. Diagram for the model of piezoactuated ear surgical device
during contact.

acceleration. fe is the interaction force between the environment
and the device, which is measured by the force sensor. Moreover,
u represents the input to the piezoelectric actuator and T is
the system electromechanical ratio. fc represents the friction,
fh represents the hysteresis, and fed represents the unknown
disturbances, such as external disturbance and heat disturbance.
The diagram for the model of piezoactuated ear surgical device
in contact with the environment is demonstrated in Fig. 2, where
ke, be, and n are the soft tissue parameters.

Assumption 1 (see [32], [33]): fc, fh, and fed are bounded,
which satisfy

|fc| ≤ Θc, |fh| ≤ Θh, |fed| ≤ Θed (2)

where Θc > 0, Θh > 0, Θed > 0 are constants.
Additionally, it is difficult to obtain the actual parameters of

the system. Therefore, the nominal or identified plant is used for
the controller design, and hence, the model uncertainties should
be considered. The relationship between the actual parameters
and the nominal parameters are shown as follows:

m = mn +Δm, b = bn +Δb, k = kn +Δk (3)

where Δm, Δb, Δk represent the model uncertainties of the
device and they are bounded by the upper bounds of Θm, Θb,
Θk, respectively. Substituting (3) into (1), we can obtain

mnẍ+ bnẋ+ knx+Δmẍ+Δbẋ

+Δkx+ fc + fh + fed = Tu− fe. (4)

Moreover, for practical applications, the measuredx is usually
filtered by a low-pass filter to reduce noises. Furthermore, the
tracking trajectories in ear surgery are smooth or slow enough
to avoid oscillation. Thus, the velocity and acceleration states
are also bounded.

Assumption 2 (see [33], [34]): The model uncertainties Ξ =
Δmẍ+Δbẋ+Δkx are bounded by

|Ξ| ≤ Θm|ẍ|+Θb|ẋ|+Θk|x| = ΘΞ (5)

where ΘΞ is a constant that is positive.
Therefore, ft = Δmẍ+Δbẋ+Δkx+ fc + fh + fed gives

the total disturbance, which is bounded by

|ft| ≤ Θft = ΘΞ +Θc +Θh +Θed. (6)

It should be noted that the positive constant bound Θft is
unknown. According to the aforementioned assumptions, the
model of the piezoactuated ear surgical device is simplified as

mnẍ+ bnẋ+ knx+ ft = Tu− fe. (7)
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With the given model (7), the analysis of the soft interaction and
design of the controller can be established succinctly.

III. IMPEDANCE MODEL AND STEADY-STATE ERROR

ANALYSIS WITH SOFT INTERACTION

To simultaneously regulate the position and force, the initial
impedance model considering the position error and interaction
force is formulated [13]. However, for the medical applications,
it is also necessary to achieve the desired force response during
the force tracking. Therefore, the target impedance model used
in this article includes both position error and force error [14],
which is given by

miëp + biėp + kiep = −kfef (8)

where mi is desired inertia impedance parameter, bi is de-
sired damping impedance parameter, ki is the desired stiffness
impedance parameter.kf is the parameter to adjust the weighting
of force error. ep and ef are the position error and the interaction
force error, respectively, which are given by

ep = x− xd, ef = fe − fd (9)

where xd and fd are the desired position and the desired force,
respectively. Through the virtual relationship given in (8), the
position and force can be simultaneously controlled with suit-
ably selected impedance parameters.

The soft human tissues, such as tympanic membrane, present
the viscoelastic, nonlinear, and inhomogeneous properties [20],
[35]. According to our previous research and comparative ex-
periments in [21], the HC model can be employed to obtain the
behavior of soft interaction that is more in line with the physical
intuition. The nonlinear HC model is described by

fe = ke(x− xe)
n + be(x− xe)

nẋ (10)

where xe denoted the equilibrium position of the environment
when the interaction force is absent. Compared with linear
model, the equivalent damping and stiff coefficients, i.e., both
ke(x− xe)

n−1 and be(x− xe)
n are dependent on the touch

depth x. An illustration during the contact phase is given in
Fig. 2 with xe = 0 for conciseness.

Take the HC model (10) into the target impedance model (8),
we can obtain

miëp + biėp + kiep = − kf [ke(x− xe)
n

+ be(x− xe)
nẋ− fd].

(11)

It can be clearly found out that the equation is nonlinear, and
therefore, it is hard to be solved. Therefore, the HC model is
linearized [18] at first for the steady-steady performance anal-
ysis. Assuming that for the desired force fd, the corresponding
equilibrium position reaches at xs. By applying Taylor series of
x and ẋ at xs, we have

fe(x, ẋ)≈fe(xs, ẋs)+
∂fe
∂x

∣∣∣∣
xs,ẋs

[(x−xe)−(xs−xe)]

+
∂fe
∂ẋ

∣∣∣∣
xs,ẋs

[(ẋ− ẋe)− (ẋs − ẋe)].

(12)

Furthermore, xs can be also derived from (10) at the steady
state, which is

fd = ke(xs − xe)
n + be(xs − xe)

nẋs = ke(xs − xe)
n

As a result

xs = xe +
n

√
fd
ke

. (13)

By considering ẋs = 0 and (10), ∂fe/∂x and ∂fe/∂ẋ at
xs, ẋs can be calculated as

∂fe
∂x

∣∣∣∣
xs,ẋs

= nke(xs − xe)
n−1 + nbe(xs − xn)

n−1ẋs

≈ nke(xs − xe)
n−1 = nke

(
fd
ke

)n−1
n

= k̃e

(14)

and

∂fe
∂ẋ

∣∣∣∣
xs,ẋs

= be(xs − xe)
n = be

fd
ke

= b̃e. (15)

Combine (14) and (15), with (12), we can obtain

fe(x, ẋ) ≈ fd + k̃e(x− xe)− k̃e(xs − xe) + b̃eẋ. (16)

Note that k̃e(xs − xe) = nfd after appropriate simplifica-
tions of (13) and (14), and therefore, the linearized HC model is
calculated as

fe ≈ fd + k̃e(x− xe)− nfd + b̃eẋ

≈ k̃e(x− xe) + b̃eẋ+ (1 − n)fd.
(17)

Thus, the dynamics for soft interaction with the target
impedance (8) becomes

miëp + biėp + kiep ≈ − kf [k̃e(x− xe)

+ b̃eẋ+ (1 − n)fd − fd].
(18)

As ẍd, ẋd, ẍe, ẋe, ẍ, and ẋ all equal to zero for the steady-state
response, the above-equation becomes

kiep ≈ − kf k̃ex+ kf k̃exe + nkffd,

≈ − kf k̃eep + kf [nfd + k̃e(xe − xd)].
(19)

Thus, the steady-state position error and the steady-state force
error are obtained as shown in the following:

epss ≈ kf

ki + kf k̃e
[nfd + k̃e(xe − xd)]

efss ≈ − ki
kf

epss ≈ − ki

ki + kf k̃e
[nfd + k̃e(xe − xd)].

(20)

From the aforementioned equations, it is found that for the
soft interaction, efss is small if ki � kf , and the weighing
of position performance is emphasized with ki � kf . Through
selecting suitable impedance parameter, the steady-state perfor-
mance can be adjusted for different tasks.

Remark 1: For some applications, the force-tracking perfor-
mance is more important. According to (20), the system can
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achieve the zero force steady-state error by

xd = xe +
nfd

k̃e
. (21)

If the device can track the generated xd, the desired interaction
force is reached, which is similar to the methods shown in [32],
i.e., position-based force-tracking impedance control. However,
the accurate model of the environment, such as n, ke, and be,
should be known or identified online to achieve the desired
performance, which increases the complexity of the control
system significantly. Moreover, the dynamic trajectory tracking
for the soft interaction cannot be realized due to the constant fd
in (21). Hence, the regulation of position and force is achieved
by choosing impedance parameters in this article and only one
uniform controller is designed to calculate the control input
directly without the position inner-loop controller.

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN

In this section, the design details of the novel adaptive robust
impedance controller is presented.

A. Auxiliary Variable Definition

First, an auxiliary variable is defined based on the target
impedance model (8) to facilitate the controller design, and the
impedance error ε can be calculated as

ε = miëp + biėp + kiep + kfef . (22)

To make the interaction process achieve the desired response,
the control goal is to develop a controller so that limt→∞ ε → 0.
By making

Bi =
bi
mi

,Ki =
ki
mi

,Kf =
kf
mi

define an augmented impedance error as

ε = ëp +Biėp +Kiep +Kfef . (23)

Let us select two positive constants Λ and Γ that satisfy [8]

Λ + Γ = Bi,ΛΓ = Ki (24)

and substitute them to (23), it yields

ε = ëp + (Λ + Γ)ėp + ΛΓep +Kfef . (25)

Then, an auxiliary variable z is expressed as

z = ėp + Λep + el (26)

where el satisfies

ėl + Γel = Kfef . (27)

By taking (26) and (27) into (23), we can obtain

ε = ż + Γz. (28)

Hence, z = 0 will lead to ε = 0 with the sequence that the control
object becomes more compact by minimizing z.

Remark 2: For the selection of impedance parameters, i.e.,
mi, bi, ki, the values should be assigned so that Λ and Γ exist
according to (24). Therefore, these parameters are designed to
satisfy

b2
i ≥ 4miki (29)

and, thus, Λ and Γ are calculated by

Λ =
m−1

i bi ±
√

m−2
i b2

i − 4m−1
i ki

2

Γ =
m−1

i bi ∓
√

m−2
i b2

i − 4m−1
i ki

2
.

(30)

B. Integral Terminal Sliding-Mode Controller

As the presence of complex and unknown disturbance such as
friction in the piezoactuated ear surgical device, the controller
should be designed to minimize the auxiliary variable z as well
as to retain robust to these adverse impacts. Therefore, a novel
integral terminal sliding manifold based on the auxiliary variable
z is developed, which is defined as

σ = z + k1

∫
[z + k2sig(z)

ρ] dt (31)

where sig(·)ρ = | · |ρsign(·), which is continuous and differ-
entiable, k1 > 0, k2 > 0, and 0 < ρ < 1. It is noteworthy that
the integral action in the sliding function can help the control
system to improve robustness to uncertainties and disturbances
as well as steady-state performance [36], [37]. Furthermore,
the finite-time convergence performance is guaranteed by the
fractional-order term of sign error with the convergence time
Ts, which can be calculated as

Ts ≤ 1
k1(1 − ρ)

ln
2k1V

(1−ρ)/2
e,0 + 2(ρ+1)/2k2

2(ρ+1)/2k2
(32)

where Ve,0 is the initial value of Ve = 1/2z2.
By letting σ̇ = 0, ft = 0 to derive the equivalent term ueq,

and adding the switching term usw to overcome external distur-
bances, the following theorem is developed.

Theorem 1: For the piezoactuated ear surgical device given
by (7), the virtual variable z will converge to zero and achieve
the target impedance if the following AITSMIC law with the
integral terminal sliding function (9) is satisfied

u = ueq + usw (33)

and

ueq =
mn

T
[ẍd − Λėp − ėl − k1z − k1k2sig(z)

ρ]

+
1
T
(bnẋ+ knx+ fe)

usw = − 1
T
K̂ssign(σ) (34)

with the update law

˙̂
Ks =

γ

mn
|σ| (35)

where γ > 0 is the adaptive gain.
Proof of Theorem 1. The control system stability is checked

by the Lyapunov candidate function that is defined as

V =
1
2
σ2 +

1
2γ

K̃2
s (36)
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where K̃s = K̂s −Ks is the estimated error of Ks to update
the upper bound of the total disturbance ft, and Ks satisfies the
condition |Ks| > Θft . It is clear that (36) is nonnegative and
continuous, the time derivative of V is given as

V̇ = σσ̇ + γ−1(K̂s −Ks)
˙̂
Ks. (37)

With (31), derivative σ with respect to time, then

σ̇ = ż + k1z + k1k2sig(z)
ρ

= ëp + Λėp + ėl + k1z + k1k2sig(z)
ρ

= ẍ− ẍd + Λėp + ėl + k1z + k1k2sig(z)
ρ.

(38)

According to the model (7), we can obtain that

ẍ =
1
mn

(Tu− bnẋ− knx− fe − ft). (39)

Therefore, (38) becomes

σ̇ =
1
mn

(Tu− bnẋ− knx− fe − ft)− ẍd + Λėp

+ ėl + k1z + k1k2sig(z)
ρ

(40)

and V̇ is derived as

V̇ = σ[
1
mn

(Tu− bnẋ− knx− fe − ft)− ẍd + Λėp

+ ėl + k1z + k1k2sig(z)
ρ] + γ−1(K̂s −Ks)

˙̂
Ks.

(41)

Substitute the control law (33) and (34) into (41), we have

V̇ = − σ

mn
[K̂ssign(σ) + ft] + γ−1(K̂s −Ks)

˙̂
Ks. (42)

By considering the adaptive law (35), it yields

V̇ = − σ

mn
[Kssign(σ) + ft] < 0 (43)

with the condition |Ks| > Θft .
Therefore, the sliding function σ will converge to zero so that

the virtual variable z will also converge to zero in a finite time
under (32) and achieve the target impedance. Also, the proposed
AITSMIC retains robust to the unknown disturbance with the
adaptive law to update the upper bound of the total disturbance
real-time. �

It is observed from the aforementioned derivation that the
auxiliary variable z is essential for the controller design, which
makes the order of the impedance error reduce to a first-order
equation by comparing (26) with (22), and can avoid the high-
order derivative of x with the sliding manifold (31).

C. Overall Control Law

To avoid the estimated parameter K̂s leading to unbounded
values over time due to noise in (35), a projection operator is
employed to alleviate this problem [38]. Considering that (32) is
positive, with the upper bounds ofKs, i.e.,Ks,max, the modified
adaptive law is given by

˙̂
Ks = ProjK̂s

(
γ

mn
|σ|

)
(44)

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed AITSMIC scheme.

where

ProjK̂s
(·) =

{
0, if K̂s = Ks,max and · > 0

·, otherwise.
(45)

Although we modify the adaptive low, the stability of
Theorem 1 remains correct. This can be seen by the following.

1) If we have the condition otherwise in (45), the update law

becomes ˙̂
Ks =

γ
mn

|σ|. The stability is proved in Theorem
1 as shown in (43).

2) If K̂s = Ks,max and γ
mn

|σ| > 0, we have ˙̂
Ks = 0. There-

fore, according to (42), it is deduced that

V̇ = − σ

mn
[Ks,maxsign(σ) + ft]. (46)

With the fact that Ks,max ≥ Ks, we have V̇ < 0. There-
fore, the stability of the control low is still guaranteed
through implementing the projection operator.

Additionally, el can be calculated by applying a filer Gf (s)
to ef so as to avoid the derivative of signal and simplify the
controller implementation. The transfer function Gf (s) is given
by the following equation based on (27):

Gf (s) =
Kf

s+ Γ
(47)

and ėl in (34) is obtained by

ėl = Kfef − Γel. (48)

Finally, the following equation gives the overall control law:

u =
mn

T
[ẍd − Λėp −Kfef + Γel − k1z

− k1k2sig(z)
ρ] +

1
T
[bmẋ+ knx+ fe − K̂ssign(σ)]

(49)
with the adaptive law (44).

Fig. 3 illustrates the overall block diagram of the proposed
AITSMIC scheme including the parameters of the control
scheme.

Remark 3: The proposed AITSMIC in this article generates
the control force directly with respect to the impedance error,
which is different from the controllers proposed in [14] and
[32] where another position inner-loop controller is designed
separately to track the virtual position trajectory. Moreover,
the proposed method only involves one uniform controller to
regulate and control both position and force, which is easier
and more practical for implementation in comparison with the
previous work presented in [3] and [11].
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Fig. 4. Experimental platform of the piezoactuated ear surgical device.

Remark 4: The robustness of AITSMIC to unknown dis-
turbance in the ear surgical device is also guaranteed by a
sliding-mode technology without any complex modeling of the
nonlinear effects.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To evaluate the effectiveness and performance of the pro-
posed method, an experimental platform is developed and three
different experiments are carried out. The first experiment is
to evaluate the effects of impedance parameters, the second
experiment is to verify the tracking performance of the proposed
controller and the last experiment is to validate the effectiveness
on applying the proposed controller in the practical application
(i.e., the ear surgical operation).

A. Experimental Setup

Fig. 4 shows the experimental platform. In this study, to
simulate the human tympanic membrane (i.e., eardrum), a soft
Polyethylene (PE) film with the similar mechanical properties
to the human tympanic membrane is utilized as the mock mem-
brane. The ultrasonic motor (PI-M663, Physik Instrumente) is
used to drive the toolset to contact with the mock membrane,
and a compact force sensor (FS1500NS, Honeywell) is inte-
grated into the device to measure the interaction force between
the toolset and the environment. The overall control system is
implemented by the dSPACE DS1104 control card. The input
voltage ranged from -10 to +10 V is generated to send to the
motion controller (C-867, Physik Instrumente) through a digital-
to-analog converter (DAC) and the position information is got
from the linear encoder interface. The measured force is passed
into the control system via an analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
Through building the control blocks by MATLAB/Simulink,
the real-time control system is developed. The sampling time
is set at 1 ms. The nominal parameters are identified via the
collected input–output data excited without any interaction,
where a multifrequencies square wave is used as the input to
avoid the effect of friction and hysteresis. Through the system
identification toolbox in MATLAB, the system nominal parame-
ters are obtained as mn = 1, bn = 248.4, kn = 202, T = 4940.

Also, it should be noted that the toolset mounted on the motor
will give rise to load uncertainty to the system. Furthermore, the
friction and hysteresis will bring complex disturbances to the
system.

Fig. 5. Tracking performance for S-curve of the proposed controller
with different kf . (a) Position-tracking results. (b) Force-tracking results.

Fig. 6. Trends and comparisons of position and force steady-state
erms with different kf .

B. Effects of Impedance Parameter

To investigate the effects of impedance parameters, especially
kf , on the steady-state performance of position and interaction
force, the toolset (see Fig. 4) is driven by the ultrasonic motor
to contact with the soft mock membrane along a S-curve-like
desired reference. The desired reference (Ref) is an S-curve
with the rise time of 1 s, and subsequently retain at 1 mm and
0.2 N for position and force, respectively. For the parameters’
selection in the control law, large values for those can lead
to better steady-state performance and faster convergence but
request an increased control input. Note that the too large integral
coefficient k2 may result in overshoot response. Therefore, in
this article, k1 = 2000, k2 = 0.02, ρ = 0.95, γ = 0.01 are cho-
sen. In addition, according to condition of (29), the impedance
parameters mi, bi, ki are chosen as 1100.53, and 2526.62,
respectively to achieve the 8-Hz bandwidth of the impedance
model. For a fair comparison, mi, bi, ki are fixed while the
parameter kf varies from 0.01 to 100 000 so as to evaluate the
effects of impedance parameter kf on steady-state performance.

The position- and force-tracking results of the proposed
controller for the S-curve are shown in Fig. 5, where kf are
set as 0.01, 1000, 100 000, respectively. For kf = 0.01, the
steady-state force is 0.098 N, whereas the steady-state position is
0.95 mm. The performance of force is deteriorated significantly
for a smaller kf . When kf increases to 10 000, the steady-state
value of force is 0.196 N in comparison with the value of position
at 1.1 mm. Furthermore, the root-mean-square errors (erms) of the
position and force at steady state are plotted in Fig. 6 for different
kf with different values. It is clear that the erms of force decreases
significantly from 0.1045 to 0.0040 N with the increase of kf . In
contrast, erms of position increases from 0.0626 to 0.0949 mm.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF CONTROLLERS

The experimental results in this section are consistent with the
analysis in (20) for the steady-state performance. It should be
noted that the force performance is more sensitive to the variation
of kf , and the position error always exits with the nonzero kf .

C. Comparative Force Tracking Results

This subsection is to test and compare the tracking perfor-
mance for the dynamic force. Here, the periodic S-curves with
the same amplitude of 0.1 N but different frequency (0.25 Hz,
0.5 Hz, and 1 Hz) are set as the references. The experiments are
performed during the interaction between the soft mock mem-
brane and the device to verify the effectiveness of AITSMIC on
tracking varying force.

For comparison purpose, another three controllers are also
developed as the benchmarks. 1) The first one is the PID-based
impedance control (PIDIC), where the PID position controller
is designed and used to track the signal outputted by the virtual
reference based on (8). The overall control scheme of PIDIC is
similar to the methods presented in [14] and [39]. To improve the
position-tracking performance, the linear–quadratic regulator
(LQR) technique is employed to calculate the optimal control
gains [31]. 2) Besides that, the robust sliding-mode impedance
control (RSMIC) proposed in [15] is also used in this article,
where the control force is calculated by the control law directly
and no extra position controller is included. 3) Furthermore, an
advanced integral backstepping impedance control with integral
terminal sliding mode (BCITSMC) [40] is added to be compared
in this section. The parameters of different controllers are all
given in Table I. Here, it is noteworthy that the parameter kf
is chosen as 100 000 in order to compare the force-tracking
performance.

Figs. 7–9 demonstrate the comparative tracking results of
different controllers while the references at different frequencies
are applied, respectively. Also, all the statistical force tracking
results of different S-curves are listed in Table II. For 0.25 Hz (the
lowest desired force tracking speed), both PIDIC and RSMIC
obtain the similar erms of 0.0060 N and 0.0059 N, respectively.
However, emax of PIDIC is 0.0177 N, whereas the value of
RSMIC is 0.0197 N. The performance of PIDIC is better than
that of RSMIC. Significantly, emax of PIDIC occurs in the
rising phase of S-curve. This is because of the limited position
bandwidth of the PID controller. In contrast, emax of RSMIC
occurs in the rising or falling phase, which is because there
is significant impact from the friction. Actually, a suddenly
changing disturbance to the system is induced by the variation of

Fig. 7. Force-tracking performance of 0.25-Hz S-curve for different
controllers. (a) Tracking results. (b) Tracking errors.

Fig. 8. Force-tracking performance of 0.5-Hz S-curve for different con-
trollers. (a) Tracking results. (b) Tracking errors.

Fig. 9. Force-tracking performance of 1-Hz S-curve for different con-
trollers. (a) Tracking results. (b) Tracking errors.

TABLE II
STATISTICAL FORCE-TRACKING RESULTS OF DIFFERENT S-CURVES
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Fig. 10. Measured position exerted on the mock membrane of the
AITSMIC with different references.

dynamic motion direction, but the RSMIC cannot remove such
a disturbance effectively because of the lack of integral action
and adaptive term leading to low robustness to external distur-
bances. For the proposed method, erms and emax are 0.0025 N
and 0.0061 N, which improve 58.3% and 65.6% in comparison
with PIDIC. Also note that the performance of BCITSMC is
closed to that of AITSMIC at 0.25 Hz. The proposed method can
compensate the adverse impact and track the reference precisely.

For results shown in Fig. 8, emax of PIDIC at the 0.5-Hz
S-curve is smaller than that of RSMIC, but erms is larger, which
draws the same conclusion of the tracking results at 0.25 Hz.
erms and emax of BCITSMC reach 0.0036 N and 0.0086 N,
respectively. The performance of AITSMIC remains the best
with erms and emax at 0.0028 N and 0.0086 N, respectively.

For the results shown in Fig. 9, the PIDIC performs the worst
at 1 Hz, which steady-state force is 0.088 N. This is still due
to its lower bandwidth. The results show that PIDIC cannot
achieve the high-speed force trajectory tracking. For RSMIC,
erms is 0.0088 N and emax is 0.0279 N, whereas the problem
of friction caused error still exists. Although the force-tracking
performance of BCITSMC is improved significantly in compar-
ison to PIDIC and RSMIC. The proposed method achieves erms

of 0.0027 N and emax of 0.0083 N, with the best performance
among the four controllers, but with less parameters compared
with BCITSMC.

When the references vary from 0.25 Hz to 1 Hz, all erms

and emax are within 0.003 N and 0.009 N, which are 3% and
9% of the reference stroke with AITSMIC. According to the
aforementioned results, it is verified that the dynamic force
can be tracked precisely under soft interaction by the proposed
method with different frequencies.

The measured positions exerted on the soft mock membrane
while applying the AITSMFC at different frequencies are also
demonstrated in Fig. 10. Although the input references are
standard S-curves, the measured positions with the precision
force tracking are not exactly the same curves, which indicates
that the soft mock membrane is nonlinear, viscoelastic, and
inhomogeneous in characteristics as demonstrated in [21], and
is different from the contact environment presented in [15] and
[16]. Furthermore, the displacement depths vary with different
contact speeds, approximate 0.42 mm, 0.40 mm, and 0.38 mm,

Fig. 11. Experimental results and operating sequences of the surgical
operation by applying the proposed AITSMIC. (a) Switching value be-
tween position and force. (b) Force-tracking result. (c) Position-tracking
result.

respectively. In spite of that, accurate force tracking with a
relatively large impedance parameter can be achieved by the
proposed methods.

D. Test Surgical Operation

This subsection validates the feasibility of the proposed con-
troller in practical application. The piezoactuated ear surgical
device is used in this validation. The surgical operation is called
myringotomy with grommet insertion, where a grommet is
inserted on a tympanic membrane and thus the fluid and pressure
in the middle ear can be relieved. Significantly, the toolset
mounted on the ultrasonic motor includes a cutter with a cutter
retraction mechanism for incision making on the membrane
and a hollow holder to push the grommet into the incision.
The overall procedures include contact, myringotomy, grommet
insertion and grommet release, during which the contact force
and position should be controlled accurately enough to complete
the surgery.

In the working process, first, the grommet is placed on the end
of the toolset, and then, it is moved toward the membrane until
the grommet touches the membrane at 0.1 N. During this phase,
the precision tracking of force is important. A precise contact
force can guarantee the success of grommet insertion. In other
words, a small contact force will result in underinsertion while
a large force will lead to overinsertion. Moreover, the position
should also be constrained to ensure interaction stability, and the
switching value is given as 1 for the controller to track the desired
interaction force in Fig. 11(a). After the contact is stable, the
process named myringotomy is stared. In this phase, the cutter
retraction mechanism pushes out the cutter from the holder, and
then, the cutter makes an incision on the soft membrane. Next,
the device processes to the procedure for grommet insertion,
the cutter is retracted by the cutter retraction mechanism and
the holder is driven by the device to push the grommet into
the incision. Finally, the overall process ends by the withdrawn
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Fig. 12. Successful surgical operation of inserting a grommet on mock
membrane with the proposed method.

Fig. 13. Force and position errors during the surgical operation.

of the device without any touch. It is worth noting that for
the myringotomy, grommet insertion, and withdrawn, the force
information is only employed to monitor the value of force and
supervise the action sequence. Therefore, the force error is set to
be zero while the position is still used in the desired impedance
model (8) to guarantee the position tracking accuracy as plotted
in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11(b) and (c) demonstrates the force- and position-
tracking performance, respectively. During the touch phase, the
S-curves with a rising time of 0.5 s are set as the references with
amplitudes of 0.1 N and 1 mm. It is clear that the interaction force
tracks the reference precisely, whereas the measured position
cannot reach the target position, which is in coincidence with
the results of (20). For the position-tracking phase, the proposed
AITSMIC tracks the position trajectory precisely so that the
surgical operation can be completed successfully. The surgical
operation is completed successfully where the grommet is in-
serted on the membrane correctly (see Fig. 12), and the stability
can also be guaranteed by Theorem 1 because the controller is
not changed.

The successful surgical operation of grommet insertion on a
mock membrane with the proposed method is shown in Fig. 12.
It is evident that the grommet is inserted on the membrane
without underinsertion or overinsertion. It should be mentioned
that the device also subjects to the time-varying disturbances
due to the contact force with the membrane in the process of
myringotomy with grommet insertion surgery. Fig. 13 plots the
force and position errors during the overall operation, where
erms and emax of force are 0.0021 N and 0.0074 N, and those
of position are 0.0150 mm and 0.0118 mm, respectively. These
results indicate in the conclusion that the achieved force and
position precision with the proposed controller can successfully
complete the surgical operation via regulating the force and
position simultaneously.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, an adaptive robust impedance control, i.e.,
AITSMIC, is developed for a piezoactuated ear surgical de-
vice to achieve successful surgical operations with control
requirements of both force and position while the device is
subjected to soft interaction. Because the soft human tissues are
nonlinear, viscoelastic, and inhomogeneous in characteristics,
the nonlinear HC model is used to investigate the effects of
the target impedance model on the steady-state position and
force performance. Furthermore, an auxiliary variable defined
on basis of impedance error is designed to facilitate the controller
design. Then, the accurate tracking performance on the desired
reference as well as the finite-time convergence is guaranteed
by an integral-type terminal sliding manifold. An adaptive law
is designed to estimate the upper bound of the total disturbance
to deal with the system nonlinearities, disturbances, and model
uncertainties, which are imperfections typically presented in
piezoelectric actuators. The stability of the proposed control
system is also carefully proven by the Lyapunov theory. More-
over, the effects of impedance parameters on the steady-state
position error as well as the steady-state force error are eval-
uated by force/position tracking experiments with soft interac-
tion. The dynamic force-tracking performance of AITSMIC is
also verified by comparing with three benchmark controllers
from different references, where AITSMIC achieves the best
tracking performance and its erms and emax are within 3% and
9% of the reference stroke. Finally, the proposed method is
applied on the test surgical device and the test surgical oper-
ation on the mock membrane can be completed successfully,
which shows the feasibility of the proposed method in practical
application.
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